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Bring Back Hanging?
Is Capital Punishment a Deterrent?
Can a Dead Murderer Ever Kill Again?
The latest double-slaying of
two youngmen in Belize City
over the past weekend reminds
us, if we could ever have
forgotten, that murders in Belize
are not only too common for a
country our size, but also that
the killers themselves, many
quite young, are much too
brazen.
And while all sorts of
reasons and explanations could
be put forward as factors
contributing to this horrific state
of affairs, one factor stands out
above everything else, the fact
there is in Belize these days
absolutely no respect or fear by
the criminals for the Law and
the possible consequences of

Supreme Court of Belize
effective thing to stem this tide
openly violating it.
That takes us full circle, and culture of wanton disregard
and brings us right back to the for Life and Law, and should it
question of Capital Punishment: be brought back?
The truth is that, by law,
could it be the single most

it never went away. Indeed,
Capital Punishment is still on the
law books of Belize’s, as well
as most, if not all, countries in
the
English-speaking
Caribbean.
Chapter 101 of the Laws
of Belize (Criminal Code),
Section 106, Subsection (1)
reads: Every person who
commits murder shall suffer
death.”
There are, of course,
exceptions to the rule, those
exceptions falling under what
the law refers to as “Class B”
murders, as explained in the
continuation of the same
Continued on page 16

Women in the Lead

First Lady Kim Simpliss Barrow
(See Story on Page 7 )

Attorney Rondine Twist

Musical Artist Tanya Carter

(See Story on Page 10 )

(See Story on Page 11)
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Editorial
Keeping Faith with the Mandate

Delroy Cuthkelvin
Chairman, Editorial Board
T he

Dean Barrow
administration
having
completed its third year in
office, it is a time to take
stock, not to celebrate,
that’s something one
should do only immediately
after winning the elections.
When a government is
elected to office, the
expectations are often
unrealistic
and
the
challenges underestimated.
As the harsh realities of
governance set in, it is not
easy to keep faith and
remain true to the ideals
upon which one was
mandated to serve.
An incumbent United
States politician once
confessed, “What we came
to Washington to change,
we became.” Let it not be
said of this administration
that what it came to
Belmopan to change, it
become.
This Dean Barrow
administration, more than
any other administration
before it, was elected on a
mandate to radically
change the way things were
being done in Belmopan.
And amid all the unexpected
and
underestimated
challenges, economic and
otherwise, the greatest test
for the PM and his
government has been, and
continues to be, to not allow

themselves to be
changed by the system
they were mandated to
change.
It is no secret that
the
current
UDP
Administration inherited
a system which, in every
area and every possible
way, was customized for
corruption, and cultured
by it.
In the
Lands
Department,
for
example, where an
average Belizean citizen
was to be facilitated to
own a small piece of his
homeland, he was in fact
hindered from doing so,
so that he could be
pressured to pass some
dollars under the table to
facilitate what should
have
been
a
straightforward
transaction. Meanwhile,
those who were wellplaced would, in a few
minutes, walk away with
huge chunks of prime
national lands at fire sale
prices.
In the Police
Department, as has now
become evident, too
many of the people
whose job it was to
protect the citizens
against crime, had in fact
themselves become
perpetrators of crime
against the citizenry, no
doubt following the
example, often carrying
out the bidding of their
former political bosses.
At the highest level,
those
who
were
entrusted with the
honour of protecting the
national interest had in
fact become facilitators
and paid-puppets of
those
who
set
themselves up as
enemies of the people,
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with their predatory, modern-day slave-master mentality.
In the Telecommunications industry , such was the
kind of arrangement inherited from the last administration, one which the current government was determined to change in order to
protect the national interest.
The Prime Minister and
his Government have indeed shown the courage to
do so, even in the face of
possible international repercussions and further protracted litigation by those
determined to undermine
the interest of the Belizean
people for their own financial gain, having been aided
and abetted by our political
leaders of the past who
abandoned their sworn
duty as stewards of the national patrimony.
While many Belizeans
have called for a full-scale
re-nationalization of public
assets, Prime Minister Dean
Barrow has insisted that the
public acquisition of Belize
Telemedia
by
his
administration was no
ideological move, no part of
any new pattern, or any
new philosophy, and that
while his government is
determined to secure for the
Belizean People, in every
way, their fair share of the
nation’s wealth, both
natural and man-made, it
will always do so in a
responsible manner, in
accordance with the rule of
law and the principles of
civilized society.
The PM and his
government must not
shrink, however, from their
sworn duty and mandate to
revisit, re-negotiate, re-arrange, or even reverse the
agreements of the past if
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they were not conceived
in a manner that protects
the national interest or
secures the best deal for
Belizeans from the exploitation of our God-given
resources.
The righteous and
courageous path is always fraught with challenges and obstacles,
sometimes even the
threat of misery in the
short term. No one said it
was going to be easy, and
the past three years
certainly have not been
easy. But, as has been
proven time and time
again, nothing or no one
can defeat or long detain
the Belizean People; and
it is they who have given
this Government its
mandate.
With three difficult
years behind, and at least
another two challenging
years ahead, it is time for
the Prime Minister and
his Government to take
stock, renew their
commitment,
and
reaffirm their resolve to
keep faith with the
mandate given to them
by the Belizean People.
That is what has gotten
this government this far,
and it’s the only thing that
can keep it going.
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Democracy In Pubic Transport
Ministry Consults Bus Owners on New Northern Routes
A week and a half ago, when the
Supreme Court lifted an injunction that
had been obtained more than two
years earlier by the Novelo family, it
automatically opened the way for the
Ministry of Transport to step in and
create some order where chaos has
been reigning for some time now.
But rather than doing so
unilaterally, the Ministry of Transport,
led by the Minister with that portfolio,
Hon. Melvin Hulse, has chosen the
democratic route in establishing the
new schedule of routes and road
permits through which public
transportation in the Northern portion
of the country will be regulated.
The first consultation meeting
took place this past Saturday in
Orange Walk Town, and was well
attended by all buses owners in that
zone who are interested in securing
permits to operate bus runs.
Honourable Melvin Hulse was
accompanied by CEO in the Ministry
of Transport Candilara Saldivar
Morter, Chief Transport Officer
Gareth Murrillo and Chairman of the
Transport Board John Flowers.
“The idea of the meeting is
in conformity with the policy of the
Department of Transport and the
Ministry of Transport in the
formation of zones,” Hon. Melvin
Hulse told an Orange Walk reporter
following the meeting.
Three zones had already been
implemented over two years ago—
the Southern Zone, Western Zone
and the Belize City to Benque
Border Zone. Before we could have
implemented the Northern Zone
which captured the villages of

(L-R) Chief Transport Officer Gareth Murrillo, Transport Board
Chairman John Flowers, Minister Melvin Hulse, CEO Candilara
Saldivar Morter and Corozal Bay Rep. Hon. Pablo Marin

Belize Rural, the whole Orange
Walk District and Corozal District
(villages and town), before we
could have implemented a northern
zone, this injunction was put
against us, until a judicial review
could have been conducted.
After two years, it is
completed and the courts have
exonerated us. The injunction was
lif ted last Thursday. Our
responsibility is to immediately
gather all the information. So, the
Department
of
Transport
immediately started to gather all
information on what was actually
happening on the ground.
A draft proposal for bus
schedules has been promptly drawn
up and this is the first consultation
meeting with all the people who are
actually running buses out here.
You need to bear in mind that
all the permits in the north had
expired long ago, but the
injunction meant we had to leave
things as they were on the ground,

More bus owners from the Northern zone listening attentively to
the new proposed schedule of routes and runs
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so we couldn’t issue any new
permits, nor could we renew any
permits.
With the injunction now
lifted, we are happy f or the

(February 12 ), and they will each
review the proposed schedule and
fine tune it in a practical sense so
it can be effectively implemented,”
he stated.
Hulse says he expects they will
be able to implement the new routes
for the Northern Zone by April 1 (and
that’s no All Fool’s Day joke).
He also spoke about plans to
relocate the Ministry of Works’
compound in Orange Walk Town to
make room for a new bus terminal in
that municipality which presently has
none. “We are trying to get the
Ministry of Works compound to be
built in San Juan near the new
NEMO Warehouse which is being
funded by the US Southern
Command. The Old Ministry of
Works Compound will then be used
for a Terminal.”

Bus Owners from the Northern Zone hearing out the new proposed schedule

opportunity to reorganize and
regularize the situation on the
ground.”
Filling us in on some of the
details of the proposed schedule for
the Northern Zone, Minister Hulse
said, “It is looking like there will
be a need for about 58 buses doing
from Santa Elena to Belize City,
exclusive of village runs.
Under the new proposed
schedule of routes, he said, villages in
the Northern and Belize Districts will
be granted an adequate number of
local runs to ease the pressure and
relieve overcrowding on major routes
originating in the municipalities and the
border.
“Every member (bus-owner)
has the proposed schedule. We will
meet again next week Saturday

He and the Government will try
their best to find the money to
construct such a terminal at that
location, Hulse said, in order to make
life easier for the many Belizeans who
rely on the public transportation
system in the North. In the interim the
Ministry is attempting to rent or lease
a parcel of land belonging to Atlantic
Bank to put a wooden building which
would serve as a temporary bus
terminal, he added.
We’ll keep you updated on
further developments as the Ministry
of Transport proceeds with plans to
finalize and implement a rational plan
fo r the regulation of public
transportation in the North, doing so,
laudably, in consultation with the bus
owners who have a major stake in the
public transportation industry.
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GOVERNMENT OF BELIZE
MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND FOREIGN TRADE
STATEMENTS OF CAPABILITY
The Government of Belize has received a grant from the Caribbean Aid for Trade and Regional Integration Trust Fund (CARTFund), administered by
the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB), financed by the UK Department for International Development (DFID) with decisions on approval of
projects made by a Steering Committee comprising DFID, CARICOM and CARIFORUM. The Government of Belize through the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Foreign Trade intends to apply part of the proceeds to eligible payments under the contract for which this invitation is issued.

The scope of the consultancy service will include:
Assist and provide necessary support to Foreign Trade Directorate in its functions as Secretariat in the EPA/CSME Implementation Structure. These
will include but not be limited to:
(a) Collaborating with the CARICOM Secretariat, specifically the CSME and the EPA Implementation Units, relevant Government Ministries and
Departments and the Private Sector to produce the required deliverables;
(b)

Undertaking a review of existing reports and studies on the implementation status of the CSME and the EPA.

(c)

Sensitizing stakeholders on the implications of new and revised legislation;

(d) Utilizing existing diagnostic work on the CSME and EPA and initial feedback from stakeholders to identify gaps in legislation and recommend
those requiring amendment or introduction;
(e)

Devising and implementing a consultative process to prioritize amendments, including a timeline;

(f)

Preparing a Cabinet brief of the proposed prioritized listing of legislative reforms for the approval of the Cabinet;

(g) Drafting new legislation and preparing amendments to existing legislation, based on regional model legislation(as appropriate) and on comprehensive
feedback from the Attorney General’s Ministry; and
(h)

Collaborating closely with Attorney General’s Ministry in finalizing existing legislation and preparing the legal instruments for enactments

QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
(a)

At least a LLM degree and five (5) years’ experience in drafting legal text OR a LLB degree and ten (10) years’ relevant experience;

(b)

Knowledge of the Laws of Belize;

(c)

Familiarity with the CARICOM integration process and EPA; and

(d)

Excellent analytical and communications skills

(e)

Specific training and/or experience in international trade law will be an asset.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade, now invites interested eligible consultants to submit Statements of Capability for the provision of
these consultancy services.
Consultants shall be eligible for procurement if:
(a) in the case of a body corporate, it is legally incorporated or otherwise organised in an eligible country, has its principal place of business in an
eligible country and is more than 50 per cent beneficially owned by a citizen or citizens and/or a bona fide resident or residents of an eligible country or
countries or by a body or bodies corporate meeting these requirements;
(b) in the case of unincorporated firms, the persons are citizens or bona fide residents of an eligible country; and
(c) In all cases, the consultant has no arrangement and undertakes not to make any arrangements whereby any substantial part of the net profits or
other tangible benefits of the contract will accrue or be paid to a person not a citizen or bona fide resident of an eligible country.
Eligible countries are CDB Member Countries, Suriname and the Dominican Republic.
Submissions will be assessed based on technical competence, qualifications and experience, regional experience on similar assignments, the extent of
prior commitments, and proficiency in English. Submissions should include corporate profile where appropriate, descriptions of similar projects completed
within the past five years, and the Consultant’s curriculum vitae.
Statements of Capability must be submitted in sealed envelopes marked “STATEMENT OF CAPABILITY: PRIVATE SECTOR PROJECT PROPOSAL
HUB”. Three copies of each submission in the English language must be delivered no later than 16:00 hours on 16th February, 2011 to the first address
below and one hard copy sent simultaneously to CDB at the second address below.
Following the assessment of submissions, a shortlist of not less than three, and not more than six consultants, will be invited to submit technical and
financial proposals. Copies of the terms of reference for the assignment will be made available to the short-listed firms.
GOB reserves the right to accept or reject late applications or to cancel this invitation partially or in its entirety. It will not be bound to assign any reason
for not short listing any applicant and will not defray any costs incurred by any applicant in the preparation and submission of statements of capability.
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Cementing Regional Friendship
Concretizing Diplomatic Relations
Costa Rican Foreign Minister Visits Belize
Rican Foreign Minister was
more than a courtesy call. The
substantive purpose was to
sign a memorandum of
understanding establishing
the mechanism for bilateral
consultations between our
two countries.
It is expected that Belize
Foreign Minister Hon.

Wilfred Elrington will travel
to Costa Rica later this year to
sign
a
Framework
Cooperation Agreement
which will continue to open
the doors not only to
programs in priority areas for
Belize, but also of those of
mutual interest between both
counties.

Costa Rican Foreign Minister Rene Castro Salazar
and PM Dean Barrow in a handshake of friendship

Visiting Belize last
Friday, February 4, was
the Foreign Minister of
Costa Rica, Rene Castro
Salazar, accompanied by th
Dircet or of International
relations, Ambassador
Jairo Hernandez Milian.
The Costa Rican
Foreign Minister and his
delegation, consisting of

that
country’s
resident
Ambassador in Belize, Mrs. Iris
Herrmann, met with Prime
Minister Hon. Dean Barrow and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Hon.
Wilfred Elrington, Chief
Executive Officer Alexis Rosado
and other officials of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Foreign Trade.
But the visit by the Costa

Costa Rican Foreign Minister Rene Castro Salazar and
Belize’s Foreign Minister Wilfred Elrington

BELMOPAN CITY COUNCIL
PUBLIC NOTICE

The Belmopan City Council hereby informs residents of the City of Belmopan of a TOWN HALL
MEETING to be held at the Belmopan Civic Centre on Wednesday, February 9th, 2011 commencing
at 7:00 p.m. sharp. The main purpose of the meeting is to enable representatives of the Social
Investment Fund and the Project Implementation Unit to update residents on the World Bank
Municipal Development Project.
City Administrator
4th February, 2011
PDF created with pdfFactory Pro trial version www.pdffactory.com
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Thank You, Mr. Prime Minister
Cane Farmers Present Plaque of Appreciation to PM Dean Barrow

Prime Minister Barrow receiving Plaque from Chairman of Cane Farmers Association, Alfredo Ortega

In his Belmopan Office last
Monday, Prime Minister Hon.
Dean Barrow was presented
with a plaque of appreciation
by representatives of the Cane

Farmers’ Association. The
plaque of appreciation is in
recognition of the Prime
Minister and his Government’s
timely intervention in providing

a $10 Million loan to BSI to
enable the current crop season
to commence, as well a grant
of One Million to the farmers.
The plaque reads of

follows: “Certificate of
Appreciation: This certificate
is awarded to the Honourable
Dean
Barrow,
Prime
Minister, for the support
given to the cane farmers to
provide the third cane
payment and for your
intervention to have the
commencement of the 20102011 Crop season. Also, we
are very grateful for the One
Million Dollar Grant which
was provided to the cane
farmers as a donation.”
Presenting the plaque to the
Prime Minister on behalf of the
Cane Farmers’ Association
was the Chairman of its
Committee of Management,
Alfredo Ortega. The Prime
Minister, in response,
expressed his thanks for the
kind gesture and commended
the farmers for the remarkable
improvement in the quality of
cane being delivered to the
factory, thereby ensuring the
long-term viability of the Sugar
Industry.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Public Utilities Commision (PUC)
Guidelines to Assist Wiremen
The PUC has prepared a package of guidelines for Wiremen, which
provides:
a) a description of requirements to be met for submissions;
b) a sample drawing;
c) a pair of submission sheets to be filled in during the submission
process.
Wiremen are to adhere to these guidelines when making any
submission to the PUC for Design Approval and subsequent
Inspection of Customer Electrical Installations.

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT
Belmopan Bus Terminal, City of Belmopan, Belize C.A.
Tel: 501- 822-2038 Fax: 501- 822-3317 E-maildepartmentoftransport@yahoo.com
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
The Department of Transport advises members of the
public of the following aids to traffic safety:1)
Put on lights when travelling on roads at night
and during early morning, late evenings and
conditions of dust, mist, fog and rain.
2)

Don’t drive on the wrong side of the road

Wiremen may obtain a copy of these guidelines at the PUC Office, or
download a copy from the PUC website www.puc.bz.

3)

Don’t overtake going up a hill or any incline

The guidelines will come into use effective March 1, 2011.

4)

Don’t over take when you cant see clearly ahead

For further information contact:
The Electricity Sector
Public Utilities Commission
Tel: 223-4938
Fax: 223-6818
Email: electricalsubmission@puc.bz

5)

Try to stop driving in the middle of the road

6)

Make sure vehicle rear lights are working

Issued by the Public Utilities Commission on January 28, 2011.
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7)

Heavy equipment, houses and other oversized
items cannot be transported nor can big farm tractors
and other farm equipment be driven on roads after
6:00pm.
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Lady Kim Leads
Special Envoy for Women & Children
Her beauty, warmth and
poise are certainly invaluable

in December 2010 .
We also do a concert for
kids with disabilities, and kids at
orphanages. That’s another
aspect of it, children whom we

attributes that very well
complement and enhance the
office and person of the current
Prime Minister. But Belize’s First
Lady, Mrs. Kim Simpliss Barrow,

don’t often think about, the kids
that are at these homes, who

is more, much more, than a
pretty face. As much as beauty,

are so vulnerable. They are there
for a reason, whatever the

she’s brawn and brilliance. And
all of it she’s putting to full use
in her vital role as Special Envoy
for Women and Children.
Last week, the First Lady
was very much in the spotlight,
not for her own glory, but for the
welfare of those to whom she
has unselfishly and unreservedly
committed herself.
Teaming up with the
Ministry of Health, the Belize
Cancer Society, the Belize family
Life Association and the
Taiwanese Embassy, Mrs. Kim
Simpliss Barrow and her office led
the way in organizing a week-long
Pap-Smear Campaign as part of
activities surrounding World
Cancer Day on February 4, 2011.
Speaking of the campaign,
which is an essential aspect of the
fight against Cervical Cancer, the
First Lady said:
“It’s a cancer that is
preventable if detected early, so
I encourage women to get their
pap smear very early. And it is
important that we team up with
the Belize Cancer Society and
others to persuasively get this
message across.”
Commenting
more
generally about her role as
Special Envoy for Women and
Children, the First Lady, in an
interview last week with the
Government Press Office’s Rudy
Aguilar, stated:
“It’s mainly bringing

reason is; but I wanted them to
know that they’re not forgotten
kids; and, therefore, I did this

Mrs Kim Simpliss Barrow, First Lady of Belize
attention to the issues affecting
women
and
children,
advocating on their behalf;
doing this mainly by
collaborating with other
agencies that are already
focusing on issues affecting
women and children.
We know that women and
children are a very vulnerable
part of our society, and
therefore I think that emphasis
must be placed on preparing
them for a better future.”
The first lady recounted
some of the specific projects and
activities she and her office have
spearheaded in fulfilment of
these goals and objectives:
“There are several projects
and activities we have
undertaken, and one very big
one last year was CSEC, the
Commercial and Social
Exploitation of Children. We had
a conference on this, whereby
many people attended—NGO’s,
people from the government
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departments, clergy. We had
very good feedback. But the
main purpose was to bring to
light this issue that is affecting
so many of our young women
and men today.
But apart from that, as
you know, we have a lot of
children with disabilities, and
therefore, to really go and see
the situation where they’re
living, and to feel it, to see for
myself, really, was very
important for me. Therefore, we
did a visit, along with CARE
Belize, to the many schools and
homes in the Corozal and
Orange Walk Area. That was
really an eye-opener for me and
those who went with me. I’ve
really tried to do a number of
things to involve children with
disabilities, including their
calendar project that we just
recently did in December,
whereby we got kids with
disabilities to do paintings, and
we launched a calendar

tour in 2009, and we visited all
the orphanages countrywide.
And that was again an eyeopener for me and for many of
us.”
In summing up her
interview with Rudy Aguilar, Mrs.
Kim Simpliss Barrow noted that
the health and wellbeing of our
women and children, while it is
a goal and objective to be
vigorously pursued, is by no
means an end in itself, but part
and parcel of having them fulfil
a meaningful role in our society
and country.
“It’s important that we
provide avenues for our women
and our children so that they
can reach their full potential and
become productive citizens in
our community,” the first lady
concluded.
She’s got beauty alright,
and warmth, no less; but this
First Lady is more, so much
more, than a pretty face. She’s a
true, true Belizean woman with
compassion, conviction and
competence. In her, the women
and children of Belize have got a
true ambassador. She is, indeed,
in her own right, an outstanding
and effective leader.
Keep leading, Lady Kim.
Belize loves and appreciates you!
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VACANCY NOTICE
BELIZE SOCIAL INVESTMENT FUND
BELIZE MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
URBAN PLANNING OFFICER - MINISTRY OF NATURAL
RESOURCES AND EVNIRONMENT
STATEMENT OF CAPABILITY
The Government of Belize (GOB) has received financing from the World
Bank (WB) towards the cost of a municipal development project to
improve and maintain municipal service deliveryin selected towns of Belize.
The project comprises small-scale infrastructure improvements; capacity
building for the municipality councils; technical assistance to central
government in municipal management; and project management and
administration. GOB has appointed the Belize Social Investment Fund
(BSIF) as the implementing agency for the project. It is intended that
part of the proceeds of this financing will be applied to contracts for
consultants to enhance the capacity of the Ministry of Labour, Local
Government and Rural Development and the Ministryof Natural resources
and Environment to support the municipalities in improving management,
developing improved financial management capacity, analyzing municipal
financial information for informed decision making; and in strengthening
urban planning capacity, and developing municipal growth plans
respectively.
BSIF is seeking to recruit an individual to fill the following position; The
critical minimum requirements are listed below. Applicants may obtain
the Terms of Reference for the positions as indicated below:
Urban Planning Officer
a. Bachelor’s Degree or equivalent in Urban Planning or related field
b. Minimum of five (5) years or relevant professional working
experience
c. Sound knowledge of land use and land use policies in the country
d. Knowledge of environmental and socio-economic issues related to
urban planning and design (environmental management, traffic
management, crime prevention etc.);
The consultancy is expected to be for an initial period of twenty-four (24)
months commencing in March, 2011. Duty station of the Consultant will
be in the Ministry of Natural Resources & Environment.
BSIF now invites individuals interested in undertaking the assignment to
submit their Statements of Capability. In submitting their Statements of
Capability, applicants should be aware that they will be assessed based
on the following areas:
a. Qualifications
b. Experience of the individual relative to the particular assignment
c. Experience with multi-lateral funding agencies
d. Experience in Belize and / or the Caribbean
e. Availability of Candidate for the proposed consultancy period.
The terms of reference for the assignments can be viewed on-line at
GOB’s official portal http://www.belize.gov.bz or can be requested
from daniel.cano@sifbelize.org.
One original and two (2) hard copies of each submission in English
must be delivered by 3:00 pm on 21st February, 2011 to:
Executive Director
Belize Social Investment Fund
3rd Floor, PAPI’s Building
Constitution Drive
Belmopan City
Belize
The sealed envelope containing the Statement of Capability must
include the name and address of the applicant and should be clearly
marked “Statement of Capability: Urban Planning Officer, Belize
Municipal Development Project”
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POSITION TITLE: Senior Trade Analyst/Project Manager
OBJECTIVE:
The objective of the project is to build the
capacity of the Directorate of Foreign Trade in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Foreign Trade to coordinate and facilitate implementation of
the CSME and the EPA.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
Assist and provide necessary support to the Foreign Trade Directorate
in its functions as Secretariat in the EPA/CSME Implementation
Structure. These will include but not be limited to:
(a)
Conduct diagnostic assessments of implementation obligations
emanating from the CSME and EPA. This should include but not be
confined to recent reports on the status of Belize’s Implementation of
the CSME regimes, the National EPA Roadmap, and Aid for Trade
Consultations Summaries and other reports;
(b) Devise and implement initial consultative process to priorities CSME
and EPA obligations, including those related to administrative systems
and processes;
(c) Develop a Multi-Year Action Plan, with time bound targets, in
coordination with a Project Steering Committee (PSC); and assist with
its development and implementation;
(d) Assist in the development and implementation of a public education
campaign on CSME/EPA matters;
(e)

Assist in advancing Legislative Reforms for the CSME and EPA;

(f)
Supports ministries and departments in the implementation of their
CSME/EPA obligations;
(g) Devise a Plan of Action for resource mobilization, including short
project proposals, in consultation with stakeholders;
(h)

Craft viable project proposals to assist with accessing donor funding;

(i)
Specific priority must be given to dialogue with the Ministry
responsible for gender/women’s affairs and other gender experts to
ensure a gender perspective is integrated into the DFT’s Multi-Year
Action Plan.
QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE:
(a) A Master’s degree in Economics, International Trade, International
Studies, Development Studies or any other relevant social science
discipline;
(b) A Diploma in Project Management or demonstrated experience in
Project Management and Development
(c) At least five (5) years working experience on international trade
issues, including those relating to the CARICOM integration process;
(d)Familiarity in project preparation and design, CARCIOM policies
and institutions and the EPA;
The successful candidate will also be expected to have excellent
management, leadership and communication skills and must be proficient
in the use of MS-Office, including Office, Word, Excel, Project and
Power Point.
SALARY:
Salary will be commensurate with qualifications and experience.
POSITION DURATION:
The duration of the assignments for the Senior Trade Analyst is twenty–four (24) months.
Please address letters of application accompanied by Curriculum Vitae
and two references to the Chief Executive Officer, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Foreign Trade, NEMO Building, Belmopan.
Closing Date:
28th February, 2011
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Introducing A Not So New, New Attorney
Rondine expressed gratitude
to her uncle, attorney Oswald Twist;
and Ombudsman Cynthia Pitts for
their affidavits in support of her
application to be called to the bar.
She is grateful to her attorney,
Antoinette Moore, who brought the
motion before the court ex-gratia.

Attorney Rondine Charmane Twist
was called to the bar on January 3,
2011 by Acting Chief Justice Samuel
Awich.
Born in Belize, Twist was
educated in the United States, where
she graduated from Spelman College
in 1995 with a Bachelor of Arts in
Political Science, and from Howard
University School of Law in 2002 with
a Juris Doctorate.
After passing the New York Bar
Exam (on her first try), Twist was called
to the New York State Bar in 2003,
and worked in litigation at a top New
York City law firm. But not even a Park
Avenue law firm nor a 6 digit salary
could keep the then recently divorced
Belizean native in the hustling-bustling
post 9-11 New York City, away from
home in the Jewel with her (now
deceased) grandmother, the clean air,
and the peaceful pace of life.
Twist returned to Belize in 2004
and took up employment as a Crown
Counsel at the Attorney General’s
Ministry; and since then, has also
worked in a legal capacity at the Belize
Social Security Board, as a consultant
with the CARICOM Secretariat
(Guyana), among other places. She
was recently appointed to the post of
Legal Counsel in the Ministry of

She attributes her success to her
parents: her st ep-father, Mr.
Christopher Higgs of New York,
always supported her studies; and her
mother, Mrs. Myrna Higgs, worked
hard, sacrifice a lot, and was selfless
in her dedication to provide her
daughter with a sound education and
a life beyond the limitations of their
native village, Roaring Creek.

Rondine Twist, Attorney at Law
Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade.
Last year Twist completed the
6 month conversion course at the
Norman Manley Law School in
Jamaica, where she earned a Legal
Education Certificate, qualifying her
to be called to the Belize Bar.
Twist is also a certified yoga
teacher, and in 2009 opened Yoga

Twist & Things, the first and only
yoga studio in Belmopan City, which
she closed to pursue her studies in
Jamaica.
Twist was a founding director
of the Belize Youth Business Trust, is
actively involved with the Western
Region of the Belize Girl Guides
Association, and the new Belize
Sailing Association.

Congratulations to you, Miss
Rondine Twist. Through the ups
and downs, fluctuating fortunes
and dramatic shifts (as the Prime
Minister put it in his New Year’s
Address)—in your case, for greater
effect and wordplay, we might also
add, through twists and turns—you
have been constant and brilliant
like the North Star.
Continue
to shine, and may your story serve
as an example and inspiration to
other women, young and old; to all
Belizeans everywhere; indeed, to all
humanity.

GOB launches Bz $30.0 Million Project for Poverty alleviation in Belize
Press Release No. 3 - 2011
Belmopan, Thursday, 3rd February 2011: The Ministry of Economic Development, in collaboration with the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB),
will officially launch a $30.0 Million Project on Friday, 4th February, which will finance a number of poverty alleviation projects throughout the country.
The Project will be implemented by the Social Investment Fund (SIF).
A three-member delegation from CDB, headed by Ms Deidre Clarendon, Portfolio Manager of the CDB’s Social Sector Division, will join the Hon Erwin
Contreras, Minister of Economic Development, in launching the Second CDB Loan for SIF Projects during an official ceremony on Friday morning at the
George Price Centre for Peace and Development in Belmopan. The launching will be followed by a one one-day workshop on CDB procurement policy
and implementation procedures.
The one-day workshop will include the participation of staff from the Social Investment Fund, the SIF Board of Directors and a wide range of communitybased, non-governmental and private organizations.
Under the new loan agreement, it is estimated that 110 new small-scale community projects will be funded and selected on a demand driven basis with
active participation of community groups, Non-governmental agencies (NGOs), Village Councils, Alcaldes, Line Ministries and communities of interest.
Approximately 35% of the funds allocated for projects will be go towards Water and Sanitation projects, 25% will go towards the implementation of
projects in the Education Sector; 15% will go towards projects in the Health Sector; 10 % will be allocated for projects in the Social Services Sector, and
the remaining 9% and 6% will go toward projects in the areas of Economic Infrastructure and Organizational Strengthening respectively.
“Notwithstanding, the financial challenges lying ahead of us in these critical times, the Government is committed to find the much needed resources to
generate employment, stimulate the national economy, address poverty and the basic needs of all Belizeans countrywide,” Minister Contreras said. He
added: “It is gratifying to see that there are organizations such as CDB that have confidence in Belize. This is because the Government of Prime Minister
Dean Barrow believes and is guided by sound policies such as honesty, transparency and good governance.”
He noted that during the “first CDB loan Belize secured Bz $12.0 Million in funding for poverty alleviation projects. The second loan more than doubles
that amount. Therefore, the launching, besides being historic, also underscores the strong relationship between the Government and its social partners in
development.”
Presenters at the one-day workshop will also include Mr Yolandé Yaw and Mr McDonald Thomas from CDB and Mr Carlson Gough, Procurement
Specialist, among others.
For further information please contact Mr Mike Hernandez Jr. J.P., Director of Public Relations, Social Investment Fund, Tel: 822-0239 or
via email at mike.hernandez@sifbelize.org or cell 602-6491.
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She Is Belize!
Tanya Carter Soars To Higher Heights
Releases New CD Titled “Daydreaming”

She is Belize, and so are
we.
She, of course, is
Tanya Carter; and we, just as
certain, are her many
enthusiastic Belizean fans,
prouder still for the fact that
our little nation could
produce such great musical
talent, comparable to any in
the region or the world.
This week, Belize’s
young but golden voice—that
of Tanya Carter—soared an
octave or two higher as she
made her biggest release yet,
as an individual artist, with
songs old and new.
It’s a CD titled
“Daydreaming”.

Speaking with us,
Tanya said, “My inspiration
comes from my surroundings,
my friends; my personal life.
My CD is bridging the gap
between the old and new me,
documenting and displaying
my growth as a person. I
hope to attain international
success and to be the first
that puts Belize permanently
on the map.”
“Everyone
is
talented in their own way,”
she insightfully added. “It’s up
to you to tap into your own
talent and perfect your craft.
I still have a long way to go,
but I refuse to allow anything
to stop me. And I hope all
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young women take the same
attitude.”
Tanya officially
released her new CD last
Friday night with a concert at
Thirsty Thursday Nightclub
and Lounge on Newtown
Barracks in Belize City. She
performed with a live band,
and was complemented by a
host of other popular, young
Belizean artists, such as Nello
Player, Denise Castillo, Tricia
Gabourel, Horace and Joint
Three.
Tanya Carter’s new
CD, titled Daydreaming is

already available at Venus,
Tambran and Stone Jam
music stores in Belize City.
She and her promoters and
managers are working on
other outlets in the districts
and will keep her fans and
supporters updated on this
and
other
related
developments.
You, indeed, are
Belize, Tanya! Continue
pursuing your dreams,
inspiring other young
women, and making us all
proud to be Belizeans. You’re
way up front. Stay in the lead!

See Capital Weekly Online in Living Colours at:

BelizeNews.com/CapitalWeekly
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ADDRESS BY HON. ERWIN CONTRERAS
OFFICIAL LAUNCHING OF SECOND CDB LOAN FOR SIF PROJECT,GEORGE PRICE
CENTRE FOR PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT, BELMOPAN, FRIDAY, 9TH FEBRUARY 2011
provide

BZ

$3,597,000

in

Commonwealth Debt Initiative

service the semi-annual payment of

counterpart funding towards these

(CDI) over 12 major projects are in

the same obnoxious Super Bond,

projects.

their final phase of implementation

whose interest will increase by then

totaling approximately Bz $2.9

from 6 to 8.5%.

Of the overall loan, $24.7M will
be allocated to sub-projects. This

Hon. Erwin Contreras
Minister of Economic Development

C.E.O and Chairperson of
SIF Board of Directors, Yvonne
Hyde, members of the CDB team,
staff of the Social Investment Fund,
invited guest, participants.
Ladies and gentlemen a very
pleasant Good Morning! Thank you
for giving me the opportunity to
address you this morning on this
very important occasion.
Today

we are

officially

launching the Second Caribbean
Development Bank’s (CDB) loan for
projects to be implemented by the
Social Investment Fund (SIF) as
part of its new project cycle.
In its continuous efforts to
address the basic needs of poor
Belizeans, the Government of Belize
successfully

negotiated

and

subsequently signed a loan with the
CDB in November last year for the
sum of Bz $30.0 Million dollars.
The loan will be used by the
Government

for

social

and

economic infrastructure, social
services

and

organizational

strengthening sub-projects aimed at
poverty reduction in Belize. These
projects will be implemented by the
Ministry of Economic Development
through SIF.

Under this loan

agreement, SIF will also receive
funding for institutional support , in
its capacity as the executing agency.
The Government of Belize will

Million.

However, notwithstanding, the

amount has been programmed in

As the new year unfolds, the

financial challenges lying ahead of

two cycles by the Social Investment

implementation of an initial $7.3

us in these critical times, this

Fund. The first cycle totals $17.4M

Million dollars worth in projects in

Government is committed to find

with greater allocations focused on

the area of Infrastructure investment

the much needed resources to

the

constituencies

and Capacity Building will begin in

generate employment, stimulate the

throughout Belize, but all needy

March under the Belize Municipal

national economy, address poverty

areas will also be allocated project

Development Project (BMDP). The

and the basic needs of all Belizeans

funding.

BMDP is being financed by the

countrywide.

poorest

Ladies and gentlemen, in

Government of Belize through a

Ladies and gentlemen, amidst of

layman terms this means that

$30.0 Million dollar loan from the

all these challenges it is gratifying

funding will be available for the

World Bank, which will address,

to see that there are organizations

implementation of over 110 new

among others, the infrastructure

such as CDB that have confidence

small-scale community projects

needs such as streets and drains in

in Belize. This is because the

selected on a demand driven basis

seven municipal towns, namely

Government of Prime Minister Dean

with active participation of

Benque Viejo del Carmen, Punta

Barrow believes and is guided by

community

Non-

Gorda, San Ignacio and Santa

sound policies such as honesty,

governmental agencies (NGOs),

Elena, Belmopan, Orange Walk and

transparency and good governance.

Village Councils, Alcaldes, Line

Corozal.

It is important to note that during

groups,

Ministries and communities of

Ladies and gentlemen, please

the first CDB loan Belize secured

interest. Approximately Thirty Five

forgive me if I transgressed a bit

Bz $12.0 Million in funding for

percent ( 35%) of the funds

from the original topic, but it is of

poverty alleviation projects. The

allocated for projects will be go

overriding importance to mention

second loan more than doubles that

towards Water and Sanitation

some of these projects in the pipe

amount.

projects, 25% will go towards the

line because they come at a critical

launching, besides being historic,

implementation of projects in the

juncture in both the lives of Belizeans

also underscores the strong

education sector; 15% will go

and in the existence of Belize as a

relationship

towards projects in the health

young nation.

Government and its social partners

Therefore, today’s

between

the

sector; 10 % will be allocated for

You have continuously heard

in development, especially the CDB

projects in the social services

the Prime Minister say that his

which has played a fundamental role

sector, and the remaining 9% and

Government inherited a crisis.

in the development of all countries

6% will go toward projects in the

Indeed in what is certainly a

in the Caribbean.

areas of Economic Infrastructure

tantalizing and most disturbing

In closing, I wish to express,

and Organizational Strengthening

reminder of the financial gaff of the

on behalf of the Government of

respectively.

past administration, the Government

Belize, our heartfelt thank you to the

I must also add that an additional

is now forced to find $33 Million

CDB for co-partnering with us. On

$6.0 Million dollars are also being

dollars of the people’s money, yes

behalf of all the poor people of this

made available by the CDB under

Belizeans’ money, to pay the interest

country, I say A MILLION THANK

of the infamous Super Bond, which

YOU!

Programme in form of grants for

is due on 20 February this year.

participants a fruitful outcome and

the implementation of poverty

Later in August this year, the

productive deliberations.

alleviation projects.

Government will be forced to find

its Basic Needs Trust Fund 6

Furthermore,

under

th

the
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an additional $47.O Million to

I wish all workshop

GOD BLESS US ALL, THANK
YOU
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ATTORNEY GENERAL SPEECH DELIVERED AT THE OPENING
OF THE LEGAL YEAR OF THE SUPREME COURT 2011
(Late though we be, we decided to bring you the Attorney General’s Speech as we believe the core message contained therein is timeless)

Hon. Bernard Quentin Pitts
Attorney General
May it please Your Lordships
Your Excellency the Governor
General, Sir Colville Young, Acting
Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Samuel
Awich,

acknowledge the benefits which we

according to our needs and our

Attorney General under provision of

gained over the years while we were

circumstances.

our amended Constitution.

still linked to the Privy Council. June

We are now sitting at the apex

As you are well aware, I am

1, 2010 is significant to us. That is our

of our justice system providing an

the new man on the block. I was only

birth date in terms of our judicial

overview in the clarification and

appointed Attorney General seven

independence. We now have our own

development of our laws in our region;

months ago. In fact I am the first AG

indigenous final Court ofAppeal in the

an onerous task requiring our finest

who is not an elected Member of

CCJ. We walked carefully and

legal minds which without doubt exist

Parliament or a member of the

deliberately before we took that

in the membership of the CCJ and our

Senate. I note in the programme that

important final step to join. Others

territories as a whole. I am certain

I am the last speaker, and I am to

have joined before us and it is hoped

we will have quality in our highest

mo ve t he Motion for t he

that others will follow suit.

court in the region.

Adjournment.

Now we are the owners and

I have caused to remember the

In England, where our legal

responsible for our own justice system

date, 1st June 2010, since it was on

system originated, the Attorney

and its further and future development

that very date I was appointed the first

Appellate Court Judge, Mr.
Denys Barrow,
Justices of the Supreme Court,
Mr. Oscar Ramjeet, Solicitor General,
Mrs. Cheryl-Lynn Vidal, Director of
Public Prosecutions, Miss Cynthia
Pitts, the Ombudsman, Miss Velda
Flowers, Registrar of the Supreme
Court, Mrs. Margaret Mc KenzieGabb, Chief Magistrate, and other
Magistrates, Miss Margaret
Nicholas, Director of the Family
Court, Members of the diplomatic
Corps, Members of the Clergy,
Members of the Inner and utter
Bar, Commissioners of the Supreme
Court, Court Staff, Ladies and
gentlemen.
We are gathered to observe the
opening of the legal year of the Belize
Supreme Court 2011. We are also
recognizing “our legal coming of age”
since by the amendment of our
Constitution we are now finally signed
on to the Caribbean Court of Justice
as the final Court of Appeal right here
in the region. No longer is the Privy
Council our final Court of Appeal.
Our CCJ is already engaged in
hearing appeals originating from
Belize. We are now independent in
this aspect in our legal system.
However, we recognize and
PDF created with pdfFactory Pro trial version www.pdffactory.com
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Bring Back Hanging?
Continued from page 1

subsection: “Provided that in
the case of a Class B murder (but
not in the case of a Class A
murder), the Court may, where
there are special extenuating
circumstances which shall be
recorded in writing, and after
taking into consideration any
recommendations or plea for
mercy which the jury hearing the
case may wish to make in that
behalf, refrain from imposing a
death sentence and in lieu
thereof shall sentence the
convicted
person
to
imprisonment for life.”
Defining and
clarifying the difference between
the two categories of murder,
Subsection (3), reads: “Class A
murder means: (a) any murder
committed in the course or
furtherance of theft; (b) any
murder by shooting or by
causing an explosion; (c) any
murder done in the course or for
the purpose of resisting or
avoiding or preventing a lawful
arrest, or of effecting or
assisting an escape or rescue
from legal custody; (d) any
murder of a police officer acting
in the execution of his duty or
of a person assisting a police
officer so acting; (e) in the case
of a person who was a prisoner
at the time when he did or was a
party to the murder, any murder
of a prison officer acting in the
execution of his duty or of a
person assisting a prison officer
so acting; or (f) any murder
which is related to illegal drugs
or criminal gang activity;
“Class B murder” means any
murder which is not a Class A
murder.
There’s hardly a doubt that
the vast majority of murders
occurring in Belize fall under the
category of Class A murders. And
while the success rate of the law

enforcement agencies to secure
convictions through the Justice
System falls way short of what
is to be desired, implementing
the death sentence in those
instances where it has been
handed down, is another story all
by itself.
There are currently over
20 convicted murders on death
row; but the last time a
convicted murderer was
hanged in Belize was over 25
years ago (1985).
His name was Kent
Bowers, and he was found
guilty of murdering Francis and
Dora Codd at a party inside a
restaurant where they were
celebrating, their 25th wedding
anniversary. (Please: no
Boledo rake intended!)
Since then, the closest
we’ve come to an execution
was, perhaps, back in the mid
1990’s when the current Prime
Minister, Hon. Dean Barrow,
was Minister of National
Security and Attorney General,
and when an eleventh-hour
stay of execution for Pasqual
Bull and Herman Mejia was
secured from the Privy Council
in London by their attorney
Simeon Sampson.
Just last year, the Privy
Council was abolished as
Belize’s final court of appeals,
being replaced by the
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Caribbean Court of Justice.
Speaking with the Amandala
Newspaper three weeks ago,
Prime Minister Dean Barrow
stated:
“Capital Punishment is
still a part of the law of this
country, and what happened in
the past was that people who
were convicted of murder and
sentenced to death, appealed to
the Privy Council, and all of
those appeals succeeded.
Commenting on what he
believes the trend will be now
with the CCJ as Belize’s final
court of appeals, the Prime
Minister stated:
If there are death-penalty
sentences handed down, as the
law continues to provide for,
whether or not they are carried
out will again depend on how
successful an appeal against the
conviction and the sentence
would be.
It’s obvious to anybody
who has eyes to see that
philosophically the attitude of
judges in the Caribbean is
different from the attitude of the
British-English law.
So I would think that it
wouldn’t be as automatic as in
the past, when they appealed to
the Privy Council, that the
convictions for murder that
carried the death penalty were
thrown out. I would think that

there is now more of a
likelihood that such a
conviction and such a sentence
would be upheld by the
Caribbean Court of Justice.”
While in Belize the debate
over whether or not to “bring
back hanging” or execution in any
form, will no doubt gather
renewed momentum, elsewhere
in the Caribbean, particularly in
Trinidad and Tobago, the
widespread public support and
appeal for the resumption of
hangings is apparently now being
matched by unprecedented
political will to satisfy that
demand.
With an overwhelming
majority, much like that being
held
by
the
current
administration in Belize, the
Trinidadian Government of
Prime Minister Kamla Persad
Bissessar seems determined to
amend the country’s constitution
to close loopholes that have
consistently been taken
advantage of by attorneys
representing
convicted
criminals in order to delay and
permanently quash death
sentences through the privy
council which, interestingly,
remains Trinidad’s final court of
appeals.

There are in Trinidad,
just as in Belize, strong,
eloquent and influential
opponents of the death penalty
and the appeal to resume
hangings.
For our part, we simply
end by asking the following
three questions which, we must
concede, violate, not once, but
twice, the old principle that you
must never answer a question
with a another question:
Should we bring back
hanging?
Is
Capital
Punishment a deterrent? Can
a dead murderer ever kill
again?
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Condolences

For more information visit your Belmopan City
Council Offices at 36/38 Trinity Bld., Belmopan
Or call: 822-2271, 822-2319 or 802-3679

Our deepest
sympathy goes
out to our
friend and
colleague
Ismael “Miley”
Garcia and
family on the
passing of his
brother, Carlos
De Paz, 57, of
San Ignacio,
Cayo, who was
laid to rest last
week . May the
Almighty give
you strength in
your time of
mourning, and
may his soul
Rest in Peace

Court Judge in his native country

(Commander of the British Empire).

Guyana, as well s legal advisor to the

From the bottom of our hearts we

age of 80. The President of the

Barbados government, has willingly

congratulate him.

General spoke first at the Opening of

Appellate Court, Mr. Justice Elliot

agreed to provide service to us as

We are in the process of

the Legal Year. On that occasion he

Mottley voluntary took his exit after

Justice of the Supreme Court for six

recommending a candidate to the

outlined proposals for the year, and

serving a decade in the Appellate

months. He is greatly assisting in

Prime Minister for his appointment as

briefly highlighted what transpired

Court –first as an Appellate Justice

helping us to reduce our backlog. Sir

Chief Justice in accordance with our

during the previous twelve months.

and the final six years as President.

Bryan Alleyne, who has served for

Constitution. Our Prime Minister has

Attorney General’s Speech
Continued from page 15

Although by the programme I am

Sir John Muria who served this

more than three years as acting Chief

been very accommodating in naming

allotted ten minutes to speak, I will

country as a Justice of the Supreme

Justice for the Eastern Caribbean

a select committee comprising of

nevertheless try to recaptulate and to

Court for four years, through the

Supreme Court, has kindly accepted

myself as Chairman, President of the

outline briefly some of the important

auspices of the Commonwealth

a three year appointment on our

Bar Association, Mrs. Jacqueline

features.

Secretariat, also said farewell to these

Court of Appeal.

Marshalleck, learned Senior Counsel,

The past year was hectic - we

shores having completed his tours.

On 3rd of January, Justice of

Messrs Derek Courtney, and Michael

saw our Chief Justice, Dr. Abdulai

I wish to thank all of them for their

Appeal Mr. Manuel Sosa was sworn

Young, and Chairman of the Public

Conteh go into retirement having

contribution to this country. Mr.

in as our now President of the Court

Service Co mmissio n, Mr. Pat

attained the constitutionally stipulated

Justice Denis Hanomansingh, a highly

of Appeal.. He is the first Belizean to

Bernard.

age of 65, Mr. Justice Boyd Carey

respected jurist with more than three

be so appointed. He has already

At this very moment the

bowed out gracefully as a Appellate

and a half decades experience which

served this country with distinction

Select Committee is seriously

Court Judge having attained the ripe

includes his service as DPP and High

and had been awarded the CBE
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government has embarked on the
programme “Restore Belize” which

engaged in its task of interviewing
candidates after which the Committee
will make its recommendations to the
Prime Minister. This is imminent. We
have advertised for another judge
who we hope to recruit as soon as
possible. The appointment of two
Australian judges to the judiciary has
been delayed because of problems in
the judicial administration in identifying
the two judges. We have been assured
by the Australian High Commissioner
who is based in Port of Spain Trinidad
and Tobago that the identification will
be made in the next couple of months.
This administration is not
insensitive to the crime situation and
has introduced and passed legislations
which we hope should be a deterrent
and also assist in reducing the number
of crimes. We are all aware that our

has many components which is aimed
among other things, in addressing the
crime situation.
I wish to mention a few of
the legislation passed: The Crime
Control and Criminal Justice Act, the
Firearms (Amendment) Act, the
Interception of Communications Act,
the Criminal Code (Amendment) Act.
The government is also
concerned about levelling the playing
field in respect to children born out
of wedlock and legitimate children
and to this end the Married Persons
Protection Act was passed so that
Children born both in and out of
wedlock are now entitled to the same
level of maintenance.
The Evidence Act was also
amended

to

remove

t he

discrimination against common law
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relations – common law wives and

the Court of Appeal Mr. Denys

husbands cannot be compelled now

Barrow, and Mr. Adrian Saunders a

to testify against each other in certain

highly respected judge from the

situation.

Caribbean Court of Justice, provided

These are few of the 35 pieces
of legislation which were passed in

local training for our Supreme Court
judges.

Parliament for the year. Although our

The first part of this training has

drafting department is very limited, we

been completed quite successfully and

nevertheless had a fruitful year in the

the second part will be conducted very

preparation of Bills for legislation.

soon. This programme will provide

We were fortunate to have the

tremendous improvement in the

services of a drafting expert from the

delivery of justice. We hope also to

Commonwealth Secretariat, in the

provide training for for all Magistrates,

person

as well as their Clerks of Court.

of

Mrs.Segamet si

Mothibathsela of Botswana who

My predecessor Mr. Wilfred

spent two months here assisting us not

P. Elrington, Senior Counsel, our

only in drafting, but also in conducting

Minister of Foreign Affairs and

training exercises. She prepared a blue

Foreign Trade, last year when he was

print which was distributed to all

A.G. spoke of the need for education

Ministries and Departments as

and training for our bench and bar in

guidelines for the procedure leading

order to enhance our delivery of

up to the presentation of proposed

judicial services to the public…… I

Bills to Cabinet and the House.

am a strong believer of this and I

Our own eminent Justice of

Continued on page 19
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all the Departments and Units which

adopt it. My Ministry has established
a Law Revision Unit for which we are
receiving

support

from

the

Commonwealth Secretariat. This Unit
is tasked with the revision which is long
overdue. The Law Revision Unit is
headed by Justice Dr. Zuru supported
by staff which we have provided. It is
hoped that the revision will be
completed by mid year.

fall under my Ministry including, but
not limited to the Company Registry,
Belipo and Vital Statistic Unit.
The Legal Aid Centre falls under
my Ministry. Mr. Philip Palacio a
young and very efficient attorney
heads the Legal Aid Centre. He needs
help, and it is my prayer when
attorneys are requested to assist him
they should do so without reluctance.

Dr. Zuru is scheduled to return to
Belize next week to continue the
exercise.

It is wrongly said that lawyers
thrive on men’s misfortune. This is
very far from the truth because

We are thankful to the
Commonwealth Secretariat for their
support in this regard. I have requested
and gotten full support from the Hon.
Prime Minister for the establishment
of an additional Court to help in the
reduction of the back log of cases in
the Magistrates Court. This Court is
working very well.

lawyers, like doctors are service
providers. My Ministry recruited Mr.
Nigel Hawke from Guyana to replace
Miss Priscilla Banner who held the
position of Deputy Solicitor General.
She did a good job. That post does
not exist anymore. Mr. Hawke is
Senior Crown Counsel. He has been
doing a very good job since he

It is my hope to have fully

time. We are in the process of doing
so – two magistrates; Mrs. Kathleen
Lewis and Mr.Hurl Hamilton are now
reading for their Legal Education
Certificates at Mona in Jamaica.
Another Magistrate, Mr.Ed Usher is
reading for his Masters in Legal
Drafting at Cave Hill in Barbados. Mr.
Usher will be absorbed in my Ministry
as a legal draftsman which will be of
tremendous help to my Ministry.
We have filled all the vacant
positions of Magistrates with the
recent appointments of Magistrates
Mr. Richard Bradley, Jr., Miss Patricia
Arana , Mr. Linden Flowers, Mr.
Adolph Lucas Jr., Mr. Dale Cayetano.
and Miss Kaula Tech.

of the Court of Appeal, the Judges of
the Supreme Court, as well as all the
Magistrates Courts from Corozal to
Punta Gorda and had brief discussions
with all of them.

In our litigation section we have
Miss Magalie Perdomo, Mr. Andrew
Bennett, Mr. Samuel Shepherd, and
Miss Iliana Swift. They too are
performing well. . They work beyond
the call of duty, and I publicly thank
all of them. Mrs.

I also visited

I offer my sincere thanks and

much needed in my Ministry.

appreciation to members of the

Our Court Room, especially

Judiciary, the DPP and her staff. the

the Court of Appeal suffered damage

Commissioner of Police and his men

by Hurricane Richard. The Hon

, the Ombudsman, members of the

Prime Minister has provided the

practicing bar, Commissioners of the

necessary funds for the repairs which

Supreme Court, Justices of the Peace,

are being undertaken.

Court staff, and all those who assisted

We have always provided for
the comfort of the Courts in

in the administration of justice in any
way.

accordance with out means and ability

Before I close I wish to extend

and we will continue to do so. As far

our sympathies to the family of Albert

as I am aware we have observed the

Flowers, Assistant Marshal, who

rule of law and the doctrine of

passed away last week, and also to

separation of powers.

the family of Attorney at law, Norman

Our Prime Minister continues
to display high regard for the
independence of our judiciary. Much

Neal, who died two days ago.
We also recall the passing of
Richard Stuart and his wife.

more I can add… but time does not

Fiat justicia ruat coelum (Let

permit. Clearly I have exceeded the

Justice be done, though the

time allocated to me.

Heaven’s may fall)

Finally on

behalf of the Hon. Prime Minister, the
Government and the people of Belize,

I now move my Lord the
adjournment.

OAS Scholarships Advertisement

Iran

Tillet-

The Government of Belize (GOB) is now taking
applications for the Organization of American States
(OAS) 2012 – 2013 Scholarships to do Bachelors,
Masters or Doctorate degrees.
Candidates should have a GPA of 3.2 or above and
choose a field within the Priority Subject Areas established by GOB and OAS.

Dominiquez who has been attached
to my Ministry for more than six years

All applications must first be completed online using
the website www.oas.org .

heads the newly established Office of
International Legal Affairs. She deals
with Treaties, Conventions and like
matters. Miss Nelda Tulcey is the
backbone in our drafting department
and she is being assisted by Mr. Kawu
Bala, a volunteer from Nigeria. O u r
support staff headed by Mr. Lewis
Belisle, Administrative Officer, has
been carrying out their functions well.

U p o n

assuming office I visited all the Justices

provided the buoyancy which is so

assumed office five months ago.

qualified attorneys at law appointed as
Magistrates, but this will take some

Page 19

Last but not least is my
Solicitor General, Mr. Oscar Ramjeet,
who

has

worked

in

General,

The application package includes the Application
Form (8 pages), three (3) Recommendation Letters
(using the OAS form provided), Transcript/s (authenticated), Diploma/s (authenticated), Certificate of
Language Proficiency and/or TOEFL Certificate,
SAT or GRE (whichever is applicable), School Acceptance Letter (for self-place applications), Medical
History Form and Résumé.

several

jurisdictions in the Caribbean as
Solicitor

Three (3) copies of the completed application must
be delivered to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
NEMO Building, Belmopan, Belize Attn: Mr. Percy
Lewis or Ms. Ardel Sabido by February 25, 2011.

DPP

and

Administrative Law Judge has been
of tremendous help to me and has

PDF created with pdfFactory Pro trial version www.pdffactory.com

Feel free to call 822-2167 or email either
percy.lewis@mfa.gov.bz or
ardelle.sabido@mfa.gov.bz for an application checklist.
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